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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to describe a computational

model for legal reasoning in criminal law (i.e. trial rea-

soning). This logic-programming based model contains

seven key components: facts of a new case, old cases,

domain knowledge, meta rules, similarity matching re-

lations, various implications, and two explicit agents,

the plaintiff and the defendant, with opposing goals and

reasoning strategies. The argumentation process in this

model can be likened to a two-agent game. One agent

puts forward an argument. The other agent recognizes

the situation, generates candidates to refute the claim,

and selects the best one for the next move. The game

ends when any one agent can no longer make a move.

Certain debate strategies of this model are illustrated

in this paper with examples. In addition, the con~puta-

tional model presented has been used in the design and

development of HELICII - a parallel knowledge-based

system for trial reasoning.

1 Introduction

The primary source of legal knowledge in most countries

is statutes. Since a statute often consists of a set of legal

rules, the mode of legal reasoning with statutes is usually

deduction. Legal rules, however, often contain vague and

discretionary legal concepts and their meaninga are not

fixed until they are applied to actual cases in court. This

is known in the literature as the open texture problem. To

study such a problem, we at ICOT have been designing

and developing a legal reasoning system, HELIC-11, in
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the domain of criminal law [Nitta et al. 92].

HELIC-11 is a logic-programming based system inlple-

mented on the Parallel Inference Machine (PI M). It con-

sists of two inference eugines - a rule base engine and a

case base engine. The rule base engine refers to the rule

base, which contains legal rules in the form of logical

formulas and draws legal conclusions by applying rules

deductively. The case base engine refers to the case base

which contains old cases in the form of case rules, and

generates legal hypotheses by similarity based matching.

The output of HELIC-11 is a set of arguments. Each

argument is an inference tree whose root is the conclusion

and whose leaves are the initial facts of a new case. Cer-

tain arguments are based on the plaintiff’s (prosecutor’s)

opinions of old cases while other arguments are based

on the defendant’s opinions. In addition, no priority is

assigned to the resultant arguments. HELIC-11 solved

several cases in the Japanme lawyer qualification exanli-

nation. We have also had lawyers evaluate the practical-

ity of HELIC-11. They drew two observations from their

evaluation.

First, although relevant information, sLIch as the ref-

erenced cases and opinions, is included in arguments, it

was not eaay to compare the different standpoints and ar-

gument premises. Such a comparison is important if we

are to understand the weakness of each argument and to

predict the refutation strategies of the parties. Second,

the legal reasoning proc=~ should be goal-driven instead

of data-driven (i.e., through the facts of a new case).

In court, both parties are trying to present arguments

to achieve individual goals. The plaintiff, for example,

would initially aim to secure the most serious crime pos-

sible in court. The interpretation of legal knowledge by

that agent is, thus, biased towards achieving this goal.

Moreover, this goal-driven reasoning process is hierarchi-

cal and dynamic. A comp!ex goal is usually decomposed

into simpler, more manageable subgoals, and as new in-

formation is obtained during the debate, the agent may



shift the initial goal to something less severe.

To take into account these two observations, we extend

HELIC-11 with the notion of two-agent debate.

There are many good research projects on the sub-

ject of legal debate, but, few of them involve the ezpkit

modeling of legal agents in their prototypes. For examp-

le, HYPO [Rissland et al. 87] [Ashley 90] simulates the

debate by comparing and contrasting old cases. Though

HYPO can treat the change of focal points to a certain

extent, it does not discuss the interpretation of legal con-

cepts. Furthermore, it is sometimes difiicult to select a

set of good dimensions. In this paper, we introduce a

computational model of HELIC-11 that attempts to ad-

dress multiple interpretations of legal concepts, incorpo-

rate various viewpoints and opinions into legal argumen-

tation, and provide a set of strategies for debate.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section

2 introduces the key components of the computational

model. Section 3 explains debate strategies that build

on these components, Section 4 shows an example of a

debate and Section 5 presents the conclusion.
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Figllre ]: The Architecture of new HELIC-11

2 Computational Model

In this section, we present a computational model that

guides the design and development of new HELIC-11.

Figure 1 presents this architecture of HELIC-11.

The model, M, consists of a 7-tuple:

<< F, C, D, T, =, +-, S >>,

where Y is a set of facts about the new case, C is a set

of old legal cases, V is domain knowledge which includes

entities such as domain postulates (H) and legal rules

(L), Z is meta rules such as interpretation and making

hypotheses, = consists of a set of similarity matching re-

lation, * consists of a set of implication relations such

as case implication (+=) and rule implication (+’), and

S consists of the plaintiff / prosecutor (P) and the de-

fendant (D) agents.

When a new case is given in 7, agent P generates a

goal to be achieved and sends it to implicators (+C and

+’) and meta rules Z. Then, they generate an argument

in the form of an inference tree, which is sent to agent D.

To attack this argument, agent D generates other goal

and sends it to irnplicators and meta rules. These pro-

ccmeri are repeated until there is no goal to be generated.

The object language of M is Guarded Horn clause

logic (the knowledge bases of HELIC-11 are writ-

ten in the parallel logic programming language KL1

[Ueda and Chikayama 90] which is based on the Flat

Guarded Horn clause).

We describe each component in the following subsec-

tions.

2.1 New Case Facts

A fact in a new case is a ground predicate. Each predi-

cate has the following object-oriented form:

predicate.name( objected, list-o f.slots)

where “objectID” is an identifier which is used to refer

to the instance of the predicate, and “list of slots” is a

list of “attribute= variable” pairs.

For example, the predicate of name own is defined as

follows.

orun(objectID, [agt = X, thing = Y, price = Z])

where agt denotes the agent attibute, thing denotes the

thing owned b~- that agent, and price indicates the price

of that thing. A fact in a new case is an instance of a

predicate with a unique object identifier and with some

or all of the attributes of that predicate instantiated.
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The value of an attibute can be a constant or the identi-

fier of another object. For example, consider some facts

of the following case:

own(ouml, [agt = tom, thing = hou.sel])

sell(sell, [agt = tom, obj = bill, thing = housel])

own(own2, [agt = bill, thing = housel])

meets(rell, [objl = ouml, obj2 = sell])

nzeets(re12, [objl = sell, obj2 = own2])

In short, these facts state that Tom owned a house and

sold it to Bill, where ouml, sell, ozon2, Tell, and re12 are

all unique identifiers of their instances. Allen’s set of

temporal relations, such as before, meets, and overlaps

[Allen 84], is used to represent temporal situations be-

tween objects or events in cases.

2.2 Legal Cases

Old cases contain the legal arguments from both sides.

We represent each argument as a set of case rules

[Branting 1989]. A case rule is a grounded sentence of

the following form:

concluszo71 : –BG I predicate & .. . & predicate

where predicate, .,., predicate are the antecedents of

the rule, and BG is a set of background conditions that

must hold before applying the rule. The background

conditions include factual information of the case rule

such as its identification number, the agent’s opinion and

goal, and legal hypotheses on which this rule is based,

i.e.,

BG : –RuleID & Goal & Bcondl & .. . & BcondM

Background hypotheses are crucial in the debating pro-

cess to establish the degree of certainty and the scope of

applicability of that rule for a new case. In general, the

only occasion when it becomes necessary to take back-

ground conditions into account and investigate what they

are, is when the conclusion drawn from the case rule

leads to conflict with other arguments or a change in cir-

cumstances that weakens the applicability of that rule.

Thus, the involvement of background conditions make

the information content of a case rule highly context-

dependent. For instance, let us consider easel below.

Facts: On a cold night, Bill drank too much

and fell asleep in the street. Tom ran over Bill

and Bill was injured. Tom fled leaving Bill in

the street, where Bill froze and died.

In this case, it is to difficult to judge Tom’s liability be-

cause Bill might have frozen and died even if Tom hadn’t

run over him.

Prosecutor’s Argument: There is causality

between the accident and Bill’s death. The ba-

sis of this opinion is the theory that a person

who injures others should give assistance even

if the injury was due to negligence.

The argument of the prosecutor is represented by the

following rule.

caused(cause4, [cau = accl, ejj = deal]) : –

BG I

accident (accl, [agt = tom])

& caused(caul, [cau = accl, e~~ = injl])

& injury (injl, [agt = bill])

& fleed(jlel, [agt = bill])

& caused(cau2, [cau = [i?~jl, jiel], efj = ~rel])

& jreezing(frel, [agt = hi/l])

& caused(cau3, [CQU = [jrel, ejj = deal])

& deai!h(deal, [agt = bi~t]),

where BG is as follows.

ruleID(casel)

& goal(causal-relation)

& view(prosecutor)

& view(obligation.o f-person-who-injured)

If some condition of BG is inconsistent with the cur-

rent view, this case rule isn’t reffered to.

2.3 Domain Knowledge

Domain knowledge consists of domain postulates (H) and

legal rules (L). An item of domain knowledge is repre-

sented by a Horn clause with a background condition

similar to that of the case rule:

conclusion’ : –BG’ I predicate’ & .. . & predicateA~’.

However, the set of predicates in a domain sentence may

be ungrounded. The background condition, BG’, de-

notes its identification number, the legal goal and the

view of that clause. For any ungrounded sentence A, ~ve

represent the instantiation of A as A(?.



Domain Postulates: The use of domain postulates

to capture various kinds of semantic relations between

object sentences is an extension of Carnap’s notion of

meaning postulates [Carnap 58]. In M, itcovers the

general knowledge found in encyclopedias and social cus-

toms as well as specific knowledge in the legal domain.

For example, the common understanding of the concept

of “grandmother” is denoted as follows.

grarzdmother(.l [grn = X, obj = Y]) : –

view(comnzon) I nzother(., [mot = X, ch = Z])

& rnother(-, [mot = Z, ch = Y])

where view(def) is the background condition predi-

cate indicating the type of postulate. The domain-

related knowledge that the punishment for the crime

of homicide is more severe than the punishment for

death.bynegligence can be represented as:

: –uiew(penal.code) I grave(grl, [less = homicide,

more = death.by-negligence]).

Domain knowledge D includes the conceptual hierar-

chy. As an example, the following two postulates en-

code the “isa” relationship between the instances: per-

son, mammal, and adult.

mammal(ID, .SIots) : –view(isa) I

person(ID, Slots).

adult(ID, [age = X, Slots]) : –

view(isa) [ person(ID, [age = X I S/ots])

&x320

D also includes different aspects of concepts as folll-

10WS.

SWZm(ID, Slots) : –view(feature) I

whale(ID, Slots).

Furthermore, D specifies the primitive temporal rela-

tions between legal concepts (objects or events). The

formulation of these temporal postulates is based on the

set of axioms proposed by Allen [Allen 84]. An example

is the transitivity of the before relation.

be~ore(., [objl =X, obj2 = Z]) : –

view(cornmon) I nzeets(-, [objl = X, obj2 = Y])

& n~eets(_, [objl = Y, obj2 = Z])

By applying this temporal axiom to the simple case ex-

ample in Section 2.1, one can conclude that Tom owned

the house before Bill.

Legal Rules: Most of the sentences contained in

statutes can be represented as rules with an ungrounded

form. The following is an example of criminal law in

Japan.

( Article 210:) A person who causes the death

of another by negligence shall be punished for

the crime of death by negligence.

Article 210 is represented in D as follows.

death~y-negligence( mimel, [act = Act]) : –

ruleID(210) & goal(obligation-to-be-attentive)

I person(A, o) & action(Act, [agt = A])

& caused(causel, [cau = Act, eff = Death])

& death(Death, [agi! = B]) & person(B, o)

2.4 Meta Rules

Interpretation Rules: Interpretation rules are met a

rules that modify object level knowledge, such as legal

and case rules, to attain particular goals. An example is

the following rule of “expansion. ”

(1? : -BG & goal(satisjy(G, A)) & view(V) I A’) if

goa/(safisfy(G, A)) & (B : –BG I A) ~ D

&.F~AO&3k G9

& (A’ : –view(V) I A) ~ D

& (A’ : –view(V) I G) E D.

The meaning of this meta rule is as follows. Let there

be a rule (B : –BG I A) where we wish to achieve

satisfy (G, A), but condition A is not satisfied. If A

and G have a common upper concept A’ from view

V, rule (B : –BG I A) can be expanded as (B :

–BG & goal(satisjy(G, A)) [ A’) to achieve a goal.

The following simple example illustrates the function

of this rule. Let the domain knowledge, D, contain a legal

rule “a person, who fails to use such care as is required in

the performance of occupation and thereby kills another,

shall be punished for the crime of death by negligence in

the performance of work (article 21 l)”.

death_bYmegligence_in.work(-, [agt = H, act = Actl])

: –rzde1D(211)

& goal(attention-to-prof essional-wor’k)

I action(Actl, [agt = H])

& occupation(Act2, [agt = H])

& during(-, [evel = Actl, eve2 = Act2])

& negligence(Negl, [agt = H])

& during(-, [evel = Actl, eve2 = Negl]).



Let F contain a situation in which a student caused

a traf%c accident while driving a car negligently. It is

not clear whether the above rule can be applied to the

student.

If we wish to apply the rule to this case, the goal be-

comes “goal(satisfy(driving, occupation) ).”

By following the domain postulates, we know that

driving and occupation have the same upper concepts

of professional work.

professional.work(H, S1) : –view(need-training)

] driving(H, S1).

prof essional-work(H, S1) : –view(need-training)

/ occupation(H, S1).

Therefore, it is possible to expand “occupation” in the

rule to “professional work” as follows.

death-bg.negligence-in-work(-, [agt = H, act= Actl])

: –ru/elD(211)

& goal(satis~g(dr-iving, occupation))

& vieu(T~eed-tra2?li?tg)

I action(Actl, [agt = H])

& professional-.work(Act2, [agt = H])

& during(-, [evel = Actl, eve2 = Act2])

& rregligence(Negl, [agt = H])

& during(-, [evel = Actl, eve2 = Negl]).

Besides “expantion”, meta rules include “reduction”

and ‘[analogical interpretation.”

2.5 Similarity matching

Legal reasoning involves the searching of similar old cases

and drawing plausible conclusions from these similar

precedents. Thus, an effective and reliable means of sim-

ilarity matching is crucial to the overall performance of a

legal reasoning system. We first define several similarity

relations between any two objects 01 and 02 in M. Let

ID1 and ID2 be objectIDs of 01 and 02, respectively,

Matching Objects:

1. (Exact matching of object identifiers)

“ID1 EC,, ID2° if 01 and 02 are instances

of the same predicate name R. For example,

if there are two objects, person(tom, Slotl) and

person(bill, SZot2) in ~, then we denote this as

“tom =,= bill.”

2.

3.

4.

This means that torn and bill are identifiers of in-

stances of the same predicate name person.

(Similarity matching of object identifiers)

“lD1 =H,,(v) ID2° if (i) 01 and 02 are instances of

predicate names P and Q, and (ii) there are domain

postulates which lead P and Q to the same predi-

cate, R, from the same viewpoint, V.

For example, if cat(catl, Slotl) and dog(dogl, Slot2)

exist in 7, and if there is the following knowledge

in D

animal(ID, SL) : –view(isa) I cat(ID, SL).

animal(ID, SL) : –view(isa) [ dog(ID, S.L).

then the following relation holds.

“cat 1 rx,~(;,,a) dogl”

This means that catl and dogl are instanceIDs of

the similar predicate names from the viewpoint of

isa hierarchy because they are lower concept of a

concept animal.

(Exact matching of objects)

‘(O1 ~=,,,(vi~ 02” if (i) ID1 =.,, ID2 or lD1 &,,,(v; )

ID2, (ii) for each slot “S = V“ in the list of slots

of 01 there exists “S = V’” in the list of slots of

02 such that V =,,, V’ or V m$,,(v;) V’, and (iii)

for each slot S = 1“ in the list of slots of 02, there

exists S = V in the list of slots of 01 such that

V’ ==,, V or V’ =$,,(\J;) V.

For example, if “susie ==,, ntar Y”, then

“person(tom, [mot%er = susie] )

—e~,[ i.wz)

person(bill, [mother = mary])”

This means that the relation between tom, mother,

and susie can be one-to-one mapped ~as a relation

between bill, mother, and mary.

(Partial Matching of objects)

“01 ~P~(v,) 02” if (i) ID1 =,,,, ID2 or ID1 H,,, (\:,)

ID2, (ii) T(O1 C.Z~,,,(Vi) 02)

For example, as there is no information concealing

attribute “fatl]er” in tom:

“person(tom, [mother = susie])

‘v(~.$a)

person(bill, [mother = mary, father = click] ).”



This means that the relation between torn, mother,

and susie can be partiafly mapped as a relation be-

tween bill, mother, mary, father, and click.

Similarity matching between concepts is depen-

dent on the particular view taken. As an ex-

ample, “whafe(-, -) ~~,rl(i~~) cat(-, -)” holds, but

“wk~e(-, -) ~,~(feat,,,,) cat(-, -)” does not if there isn’t

following rule.

swim(ZD, Slots) : –view(feature) I

cat (ID, Slots).

Let F1 and F2 be two sets of predicates describing a

case. We define the similarity relations between FI and

F2 as follows.

hfatching Facts:

1. “F1 ~ef(l,ij F2° iff (i) for any 01 6 Fl, there exists

02 c F2 such that “01 ~Crn(I,i) 02” and (ii) for any

02 ~ F2, there exists 01< F1 sLIch that “A ~cnl(vi)
p .

For example, let’s consider two cases.

F1

person(bill, 0).

person(nzury, 0).

kick(,kicl, [agt = bill, obj = nzary]).

heart.attack(attl, [agt = rmzry]).

F2

person(ken, 0).

person(tonz, 0).

knock(kno2, [agt = ken, obj = tom]).

cerebral-hermorhage( att2, [agt = tom]).

If domain knowledge includes the following rules

violence(ID, S1) : –view(isa) I kick(ID, S1).

violence(ID, S/) : –view(isa) [ knock(ID, S1).

disease(ID, S/) : –view(isa) I

heart-attack(ID, S1).

disease(ID, S/) : –view(isa) I

cerebral_hemnorhage( att2, [agt = tom]).

then bill, mary, kit, and att 1 can be mapped to

ken, tom, kno2, and att2 respectively. Therefore,

‘F1 ~ef(i=a) F2° holds.

is

2. “F1 ~pf(p.vi) F2°, if for some 01 ~ F1, there exists

02 6 F2 SUCh that 01 ==r.ivi) 02 or 01 ~lnll(vi)

02, and the rate of objects which satisfy the above

condition is more than the pre-defined percentage.

As an example, let us consider the following two sets

of facts.

F3

person(bill, 0).

person(mary, 0).

/ove(iov3, [agt = bill, obj = mary]).

marry (mar3, [agt = bill, obj = mary]).

F4

person(ken, 0).

person(tom, 0).

hate(hat4, [agt = ken, obj = tom]).

Though there are seven objects in F3 and F4, iov3,

mar3, and hat4 cannot mapped. Therefore, as

the matching rate of F3 and F4 is 57% (or 4/7),

“F3 ~pf(50.;~a) F4° holds and ‘(F3 nrf (60.;,,, ) F4°

doesn’t.

IF “F1 ~ef(vi) F2° or “F1 ~pj(pe,vi) F2° where Pe

pre-defined constant, we consider two cases are similar

from view point of Vi and denote it as “F1 =f(vi) F2.”

2.6 Implication

h this section, we briefly describe how to infer further

legal arguments from cases and from domain kno~vledge.

Case Implication:

A legal case is represented a-s a set of case rules which is

a grounded sentence in the form of “(B : – BG I A) .“

There are several ways to make use of case rules.

1. When fact F and legal cases C are given, relevant

case rules are searched by similarity based matching,

and a new case rule is generated as follows.

For any (B : –BG{A)c C

F’ C 3 & (F’ ~f(vi) A)

+’ (BO’ : –BG&uiew(Vi) I F’).

where BO’ is an operation which replaces objects

in B with objects in F’ according to the mapping

of A to F/. The intuitive meaning of this inlpli-

cation is that <assubset F’ of a new fact is similar

to condition part A of a case rule from viewpoint

9:



2.

of Vi, a similar conclusion BO’ and its explanation

(B@ : –BG&view(Vi) I F’) is generated.

For example, let F’ be

person(bill, 0).

persorz(rnary, 0).

kick(kicl, [agt = bill, obj = rnar~]).

heart.attack(attl, [agt = rnary]).

and let a case rule be

caused(caul, [cau = kno2, eff = att2])

:— goal(liability-o f-person-who-injured)

&view(prosecutor) I

person(ken, o) & persorz(torn, o)

& knock(kno2, [agt = ken, obj = tom])

& cerebra/-hermorhage( att2, [agt = torn]).

As the condition part of this case rule can be one-to-

one mapped to F’ from viewpoint of “isa” relation,

by replacing each object, the following case rule is

generated.

caused(cau2, [CLZU= kicl, ej-f = dtl])

:— goai(liability-of -person-who-injured)

& view(prosecutor) I

person(biU,O) &person(nmry, n)

& kick(kicl, [agt = bill, obj = rnary])

& heart-attack(attl, [agt = rnary]).

\Wlen fact Y, legal cases C, goal to be achieved G

and view Vi are given, implication is conducted with

goal oriented and domain knowledge being restricted

as follows.

For any (B : –BG [ A) c C

F’ C .F & (.T’ ~~(vi) A)

&( G= Bf?’; Be13G)

+’ (I3O’ : –BG&view(Vi) I F’).

The intuitive meaning of this implication is that as

subset F’ of a new fact is similar to condition part

A of a case rule, and as the goal of case rule is the

same as G, this case is used to support the certainty

of conclusion G.

For example, if F’ and a case rule are the same as

ones presented in the privious page, and the goal is

caused(-, [cau = kicl, ef~ = attl]) and the view-

point is view(prosecutor) then by referring to the

case rule, an explanation which supports the goal is

generated.

caused(cau2, [cau = Icicl, efj = attl])

:— goal(liability-o f-person-who-injured)

& view(prosecutor) I

person(bdl, U) & person(mary, 0)

& kick(kicl, [agt = bill, obj = mar-y])

& heart-attack(attl, [agt = nary]).

Note that if the viewpoint is different

view (prosecutor), this case rule isn’t used.

Rule Implication:

from

Domain knowledge (domain postulates, legal rules) is

represented as a set of non grounded rules in the form of

“(B : -BG [ A).”

Like case implication, there are several ways to make use

of domain knowledge.

1

2

\Vhen fact 5 is given, relevant rules are searched by

similarity based matching, and

ated as follows.

For my (B : –BG [ A) E D,

F’C.F&F’=AO

+’ (B6 : –13G I A8)

a new fact is geller-

This implication means that if tile subset F’ of a

new fact satisfies the condition part A of rule, then

a new object BO and its explanation (BO : –BG [

AO) is generated. In other words, this implication is

forward reasoning of a rule.

WhQn 2 fact X and a goal G to be achieved, inlpli-

cation is conducted as goal oriented.

For any (B : –BG I A) ~ ‘D,

F’c~&F’=AO&G=BO

+’ (B6’ : –BG’ I AO)

This implication corresponds to tile backward rea-

soning of a rule.



2.7 Agents

Every legal case involves at least two agents - a plaintiff

(or a prosecutor) P and a defendant D. These agents

debate about the credibility or validity of legal arguments

put forward by the other in order to persuade the judges

or the jury to favor their own assertion. They share the

same facts about new case Y and have similar domain

knowledge ‘D. However, they search for old case rules C

which support their standpoints.

Each agent has knowledge for debate strategies as rules

and generates goals to be achieved.

We denote the models of a plaintiff and a defendant

as M(P) and M(D), so that, for example, M(P) 1- x

means that M(P) supports or derives x. We require that

M(P) and M(D) do not include inconsistent predicates

in them, i.e.,

M(P) k X, M(P) > -I X;

M(D) + X, M(D) E = X.

But these modehi may derive predicates that are con-

flicting with one another, and this inconsistency often

forms a ground for debate, i.e.,

M(P) E X, M(D) i- v X;

M(D) 1- X, M(P) t- ~ X.

lVe view the debate as a two-agent game. There are

a finite set of possible moves (or actions) in the debate

game. A position in a game is a finite sequence of moves.

The agents (plaintiff and defendant) take turn alterna-

tively, and each agent has only a finite number of con-

secutive moves each time. A strategy for either agent

is a function from one position to another. A strategy

for an agent is a winning strategy if the agent has suc-

cessfully cornered the other agent such that there is no

other position to which the latter can move. The set of

moves that lead to a winning strategy (or not) can be

recorded and would provide valuable insight for lawyers

in actual courtroom arguments. In addition, such a game

is determined if there is a winning strategy for one of the

players.

In the next section, we describe our approach to nlak-

ing arguments in model M and to outlining certain de-

bate strategies based on these approaches. The fornlula-

tion and operation of the debate game will be addressed

in a future paper.

3 Debate Strategies

The first move in the debate game of the model, M, k by

the plaintiff (prosecutor), who asserts an argument from

one viewpoint. Such an argument is often biased (shown

by “goal” predicate) and contains many hypotheses (de-

scribed by the background conditions). Figure 2 shows

an example inference tree which is an argument by the

prosecutor. The root is the conclusion (crime) and the

leaves (shaded nodes) are initial facts. Squares denote

case rules. Other nodes are intermediate legal concepts.

o

1J

~igllre 2: Illferellce Tree

The defend=-.:. then, proceeds with that sicie’s argu-

ment by scrutiz:zing the bias and background hypotheses

of the oppone~:’s claim. The refutation consists of three

steps.

1. Listing up strategies:

The agen: determines a set of feasible strategies

to refute ~he other side’s argument. For example,

there are :hree general types of strategies for our

test Cas=.

(a) To re~ite the similarity relation between the

new c=e and the referenced case rule. As we

have explained earlier, similarities change ac-

cordkg to the viewpoint. So, by changing the

i,iew; gint., we can refute the hypothesis.

(b) To E:.3 another case rule that is closer to the

new case and with a different. conclusion.

(c) To f.:.i another meta rule to refute tile efTect

of opposite side’s meta rule.
?-r
-J
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Evaluating strategies:

The agent evaluates or estimates each of the fe~i-

ble strategies. This involves predicting the set of

possible conclusions generated by each strategy.

Selecting the best strategy:

The agent selects the best refutation strategy from

the domain knowledge that contains the information

for comparing the appropriateness of each conclu-

sion.

Example of Debate

In this section, we will show an example of debate. We

will explain how each component of our model M con-

tributes to the debate.

We

(1)

1.

2.

3.

consider the following case.

(Example Case)

On a Ivinter day. Dick caused a traffic accident

~vllile dri~,in: and Jane was injured. He mis-

took her for dead, and he fled leaving her in

the street. She froze and died.

Prosecutor’s argument:

In new fact 3, there are three actions - driving,

causing accident. and fleed. Agent P finds there are

t~vo goals such a< “crime of death by negligence in

the performance of work” and “crime of aggravated

desertations.” As the latter one is more serious, ‘P

selects it as a first goal.

This goal is sent to the rule implicator. Then the

rule implicator searches the rule of “crime of aggra-

vated desertion” in the domain knowledge and tries

to show that the conditions of this rule are satis-

fied. The implicator fails to show that the following

conditions are satisfied.

● Jane corresponds to an aged person, juvenile

or deformed or sick person.

● Dick has criminal intent to desert her.

For the first issue, P generates a goal “sick person”

and a \’iew “prosecutor” and sends them to the case

implicator and similarity matcher. The similarity

matcher finds a c~~e rule that a person who suf-

fered from injury b:, a traffic accident corresponds

to “sick person” in the rule of “crime of aggravated

4.

5.

(2)

1.

2.

3.

(3)

1.

2.

2/!

desertion.” Then, the case implicator concludes that

Jane is a sick person in the rule.

For the second issue, P generates a goal “criminal

intent” and a view “prosecutor” and sends them to

the case implicator and similarity matcher again.

Then, another case is found in which a person who

imported opiates illegally, but he mistook the opi-

ates as stimulants. In this case, he didn’t have a

ctiminal intent in importing the opiates because he

intended to import stimulants. However, the crimi-

nal intent to import opiates is judged to exist, and

the crime of “importing opiates” was applied. The

case implicator concludes that Dick has criminal in-

tent, to desert her.

As all conditions of “crime of aggravated desertion”

are met, the argument (inference tree) is sent to

another agent D.

Defendant’s argument:

Agent D finds that there are two hypotheses (sick

person, criminal intent) in the argument proposed

by the prosecutor. Of these, D selects the latter one

because referenced case rule is reliable. D generates

a goal “~ criminal intent” and a view “defendant”.

These are sent to the case implicator and similarity

matcher.

However, there is no case rule which denies crinli-

nai intent in a similar situation. Therefore, agent

D tries to refute the similarity between a new c~ase

and the opiates case by changing views from “isa” to

“features.” Though a dead person is similar to a liv-

ing person from the viewpoint of the “isa” relation,

they are different from the view of “feature”.

Agent D generates a new argument which denies

Dick’s criminal intent.

Prosecutor’s argument:

Agent P selects another goal “crime of death by neg-

ligence in tile performance of work” and sends it to

the rule implicator.

The rule implicator tries to prove that the conditions

of this rule are satisfied. However, the rule inlplica-

tor fails to show the following two conditions.
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4.

5.

(4)

There is the causal relation between the acci-

dent and Jane’s death.

Driving a car satisfies the concept, of “occupa-

tion.”

Then, the implicator generates a goal “causal rela-

tion” and sends it to the case implicator and the

similarity matcher.

Similarity matcher finds a case whose situation is as

follows.

A woman used a gun to shoot a man and

he was injured. She mistook him for dead

and deserted him at the seashore, where

he inhaled sand and died.

The prosecutor’s case rule is that there is a causal re-

lation between shooting the gun and his death. By

referring t.o this opinion, the case implicator con-

cludes a causal relation, and sends it to the rule

implicator.

Agent D generates goal “satisfy(driving, occupa-

tion))’ to meta rules 1. Z expand the original rule

(ruleID(21 1)) by replacing “occupation” by “profes-

sional work,”’ then the goal is achieved.

The rule implicator concludes ‘(the crime of death

by negligence in the performance of work.”

Defendant’s argument:

Agent D generates a goal “m causal relation.” Agent D

changes the views from “mistake” to “intent. ” By chang-

ing the view, the referenced case is not suitable because

the referenced case includes the problem of criminal in-

tent and Dick’s case includes problems of negligence.

5 Conclusion

We have described a computational model of legal rea-

soning in this paper. One key distinction of this work

is the explicit representation of two agents (the plaintiff

and defendant) with different goals, views, and reason-

ing strategies. Another point is that this model has been

used to design and develop a parallel logic-programming

based system prototype, HELIC-11, in the domain of

criminal law. This latter prototype, in turn, provides a

fertile ground for experimenting and evaluating the prac-

ticality of the computational model. The current task is

to incorporate the planning model used by the lawyers

so that we can study and experiment more sophisticated

forms of debate in HELIC-11.
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